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Abstract
This paper examines the contribution of investments in Information Technology (IT) and in advertising
to the output and profits of Spanish banks, in the period 1983–2003. We find that the growth in the stock
of IT capital explains one third of output growth of banks, and that an additional investment in IT of one
million euros may be substituted for twenty-five workers. The paper also finds that advertising investments
increase the demand for bank services with an elasticity of 0.22 for deposits and 0.11 for loans. For all the
assets considered, the null hypothesis that banks use the profit-maximizing amount of services per period
cannot be rejected with the data.
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1. Introduction
Information technology (IT) and advertising capital increasingly substitute physical capital
and labor in the production and sale of banking services. Data on Spanish banks used in this
paper show that the average stock of IT capital per bank, in 2003, is ten times larger than what
it was in 1983; in the same period, the average stock of capital accumulated through advertis✩
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ing expenditures has been multiplied by a factor of 2.4. However, the average stock of physical
capital, and the average number of employees per bank in year 2003, is 1.6 times that of 1983.
Economics and business scholars have expressed concern about the true contribution of large investments in IT capital to the productivity and profitability of firms,1 but, somewhat surprisingly,
the consequences of the shift toward a more intensive use of immaterial assets in banks have not
been given much attention in the literature.2
This paper models the multi-branch, multi-asset banking firm and examines contributions to
the productivity and profitability of services from labor, and from a list of capital inputs, including physical (branches), information technology (IT) and advertising capital. The model specifies
if a particular input is valuable for the bank because it increases production (i.e. it is a production function input), because it increases the demand for loans or the supply of deposits for a
given price, or both. We use data from the confidential accounting statements of Spanish banks
during the period 1983–2003, to test the assumptions on the production technology, on the demand function of bank services, and on the profit-maximizing conditions of the use of services
from labor and capital inputs. In the process, the paper provides estimates of the production and
demand elasticity of input services, and of the price elasticity of demand for bank loans and deposits. In addition to providing new evidence on the contribution to productivity and profitability
of investment in immaterial inputs of IT and advertising, the paper also tests for scale economies
at the branch and at the bank level.
The paper contributes to the literature on the productive efficiency and efficient resource allocations of banking firms (see e.g. Berger et al., 1997) in several ways. First, it expands the list
of banks’ operating inputs considered in previous research (labor and physical capital), adding
the capital services from IT and advertising capital. The stocks of capital inputs are valued at
replacement cost and the services used in production or in increasing demand are valued at the
users’ costs of capital (financial opportunity costs plus depreciation). Second, the paper presents
a new formulation the production technology of banking services at the branch and the bank
level (Leontieff-type production function), which is tested for constant returns to scale at the
branch and at the bank level. Third, the production function of banks is estimated using the
GMM-system method (Blundell and Bond, 1998); the use of standard panel data econometric
techniques in production functions estimation gives unreasonably low estimates of the elasticity of output to capital and, consequently, leads to erroneous conclusions about the existence of
constant returns to scale in production (Griliches and Mairesse, 1998).3
1 The so-called “productivity paradox,” namely the apparent small contribution of large investments in computers and
information technologies (IT), to aggregate productivity growth in developed economies (see e.g. Brynjolfsson, 1993;
for a review), fostered the use of firm-level data to investigate whether IT capital did in fact contribute to the efficiency
and profitability of firms (Lichtenberg, 1995; Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1995, 1996; Dewan and Min, 1997; Brynjolfsson et
al., 2002). The controversy about IT and growth has been even more intense at the macro level; see for example Oliner
and Sichel (2000), for a review. Lim et al. (2004) provide a general assessment of research findings on the effects of IT
investment in firm performance before, and after, the mid nineteen-nineties.
2 The papers on the consequences of IT investments in banking we are aware of are Parsons et al. (1993) in Canadian
banking, Prasad and Harker (1997) in US retail banking, Casolaro and Gobbi (2004) in Italian banking and Beccalli
(2007) for a sample of European banks. Beccalli (2007) also refers to reports from the Council of Economic Advisors
and the McKinsey Global Institute that find weak links between IT spending and productivity for US banks. Pinho (2000)
documents the increase in advertising expenditures by Portuguese banks after the market was liberalized.
3 The existing research in the topic also includes several papers on the efficiency of Spanish banks, Grifell-Tatjé and
Lovell (1996), Kumbhakar et al. (2001), Lovell and Pastor (1997), Maudos (1996). None of them focus on the particular
issues of contribution to output and value of bank assets addressed in our paper.

